Correction: Targeting the extra domain A of fibronectin for cancer therapy with CAR-T cells


The author affiliations and funding statement has been updated.

The following affiliations have been added to Juan Roberto Rodriguez-Madoz, Jesús San Miguel, Felipe Prosper and Juan Jose Lasarte:

Centro de Investigacion Biomedica en Red de Cancer (CIBERONC)

Cancer Center Universidad de Navarra (CCUN)

The below information has been added to the funding statement:

ISCiii Retic Tercel RD16/011/0005 funded by ISCiii+Fondos FEDER, Red de Terapias Avanzadas TERAV (RD21/0017/0009) funded by ISCiii+Unión Europea – NextGenerationEU Plan de Recuperación Transformación y Resiliencia
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